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1 
In the present work our attention is paid primarily to continuous func- 
tions and their classical trigonometrical Fourier series, though we shall also 
prove some more general theorems. Let us denote by T the one- 
sional torus Iw/255I, and, for f~ L(T), write for its Fourier series 
cc 
f(x) - C ak cos kx + bk sin kx 
k=O 
= k;. Ak(X) tbO := ‘1. 
The conjugate function 7 is the function with Fourier series 
cc 
f(x) - c b, cos kx + ak sin kx 
k=O 
= k;. Bk(X) 
(n.m) - 
Pk - k-n l-- 
m ’ 
(B,(x) E 0). 
(4.1) 
(1.2) 
* The results of this paper were announced at the Banach Center in April 1986. 
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The partial sums, the FejCr means, and the de la Vallte Poussin means of 
f are 
Ku-)(x) = i Ak(X) 
k=O 
(1.4) 
n+m =--~+~(f)(X)-~~,(f.)(x)=n~p:““‘)Ax(x). 
m k=O 
For various subspaces of C(T) many results are known concerning the 
uniform convergence of Fourier series. But in general, Fourier series will 
not converge (in the natural sense of convergence in C(T), that is, uniformly). 
The subspace of functions having uniformly convergent expansion (1.1) is 
not a nice subspace in C(T). For example, there are examples of Salem 
[13] and Kahane and Katznelson [S] that s,(lfl) or S,(f*) may diverge 
though S,(f) + f uniformly. The only positive result with unrestricted 
generality is a strange-looking result of MenSov [7], asserting that every 
f~ C(T) can be decomposed asf = fi + f2 so that there exist some IZ~) -+ cc 
(i= 1, 2) for which s,;)(f) -+ f uniformly in T (i= 1, 2). However, the 
subsequences nt’ of N are different in general. 
Of course, a.e. convergence follows from the theorem of Carleson [a], 
but Mengov [7] showed that there is a f~ C(T) for which for any given 
nk + co, S,,(f)(xo) diverges for some x0 (depending on f and nk). This 
excludes the everywhere pointwise, and so also the uniform convergence of 
any subsequence of the partial sums. By a certain delicate construction on 
the basis of Fejtr’s example, Busko [l] showed that for each 
o(n) = o(log n) there exists some f~ C(T) so that 
(1.5) 
Since for f~ C(T), I/S,(f)11 o. = o( IlS,ll ), where S, is the nth partial sum 
operator, and its usual operator norm IIS,II = (4/7c) log n + 0( 1) (see [ 10, 
p. 67]), this result of Busko is sharp. 
With these negative results in mind, we investigate rearrangements. For 
a permutation or rearrangement v: N +-+ N, write 
f(x) ’ f A,(k,(x). (1.6) 
k=O 
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The corresponding partial sums will be denoted by ,&‘,(f)(x), or in s 
.S,. Note that ,S, as an operator has norm 
cos Y(k) t dt > c . log F-l, 
/ 
(1.7) 
by the solution of a famous problem of Littlewood (see the i~de~e~de~t 
proofs [4,6]). This means that by rearrangement we can gain ~~t~~~ 
regarding the operator norm. 
Observe that (1.7) implies via elementary calculations or the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem that for any universally prescribed rearrangement Y and 
subsequence nk --t 00 there exists an f E C(T) such that y S,,( f) 
an extent similar to (1.5). That is, we have 
sup ll"~,,(fkc = co, 
k w(nk) 
This means that something must depend onJ 
The second question would be to find a universal Y and for all f E C(T) 
ith ,S,,(f) -+ f uniformly. Though the constructions of 
ov cannot be trivially transplanted to the case of (1. 
ility of finding such a universal rearrangement. 
So we can only hope to prove that for all f E C’(T) there exists a v wit 
Y f) 3 f uniformly, which is formulated in Section 4 as a conjecture, 
n the way to deciding this problem, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. For any f E C(T) there exist some v and nk (bath ~~~e~~~~~ 
onJr) 5%iCh that ,,s,,(f)-+funl~Orm~y in TV 
As for the proof of this theorem, the key part of that and of the w 
paper, as well, is Lemma 2. It uses a rather elementary prob 
construction to find a block of the wanted v. The underlying idea c 
interpreted as a simulation of the nice, convergent, and positive m 
(C, 1) summation by constructing appropriate blocks of v. 
In proving Theorem 1, we prove Theorem 2 in Section 2, which ena 
us to deduce a somewhat curious theorem concerning the spee 
approximation by y S,,( f ). Theorem 3 in Section 5 means that for “‘weakly 
continuous” functions, i.e., which have a relatively large mod of 
continuity, our method of rearrangement gives in so est 
approximation. 
Section 6 is devoted to technical strengthenings of Theorem 1. e cm 
prove several relations concerning the “smoothness” of the permutation, 
the “slow increase” of nk, and an estimate from below of the number of nk 
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with nk <x. Further, we show that the only good thing we had in the 
original case, i.e., the a.e. convergence of the series (l.l), can be preserved 
for (1.6) in addition to the uniform convergence of y S,,(f) to J: 
In Section 7 we deduce some results which show that rearranging a 
Fourier series has some positivity properties. Several theorems could be 
formulated concerning local behaviour, but we mention only one, just in 
connection with this positivity character. Our Theorem 7 is to be compared 
to Gibbs’ phenomenon, as formulated, e.g., in [lo, Vol. I, p. 611. 
Last, we apply our results to the solution of a certain extremal problem, 
in Section 8. It shows very clearly the connection to Gibbs’ phenomenon, 
but it is not only a mere illustration. It emerged in [S], in connection with 
a certain problem of analytic number theory concerning prime distribution 
and the Riemann zeta function, and the solution has interesting conse- 
quences. 
The main idea of the present work can be applied to more general situa- 
tions, such as d-dimensional periodic functions, uniformly almost periodic 
functions [9], or Fourier series of general orthonormal systems. We return 
to these elsewhere. 
2 
In the introduction we formulated. our Theorem 1. Since C(T) c L’(T) 
and V,,,(f) + f uniformly for f E C(T), Theorem 1 follows immediately 
from the following 
THEOREM 2. Let f E L2( T). We can find sequences nk < Nk < 2n, + co 
and a permutation v for which 
v(j) E w, %I (2.1) 
and 
llySNk - vn,,n,ll m d (loi2 log nk)p1’2. (2.2) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Introduce the notation 
c,:=JaE+b:, (2.3) 
where ak, b, are the coefficients in (1.1). For proving Theorem 2, we need 
the following lemma, which, however, will be used later, too. 
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LEMMA 1. Let f E L(T) have Fourier series (1.1) with the property that 
for some q(k) >O 
hold with nk, mk E N, mk d nk < n/, + mk < 12/i+ I (c, is defined in (2.3)). Then 
there exist a rearrangement v and a sequence of natural combers 
ni, E [n,, nk + m,] for which we have 
and 
ll,,S,,(f) - K,,m,(fN, G 8 xh@~ (kiz N). (2.6) 
First of all, let us deduce Theorem 2 from this lemma. According ts 
Lemma 1: it suffices to find a sequence nk + w with 
2% 
logn, C cj< 
1 
64 log log rl/, 
=: q(k). 
j=nk+l 
If it does not work, then for n > no we must have 
EC;> l . 
j=n+l 64 log n log log n’ 
consequently by f E L2( T) and the above inequality 
KfI 
1 
/= 1 64(log no + Z)(log no + log 1)’ 
a contradiction in view of the divergence of x (I iog 1)-l. For 
Lemma 1, the essential part is 
LEMMA 2. Let 4 > 0, m,n E N, be arbitrary with 5 < n, m <n, and 
feL(T). lf 
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then there exists some O-1 sequence o = (ol, . . . . 0,) in (0, 1)” for which 
I; 
m 
&z(f)+ c ~Az+k-Vn,m(f) (2.8) 
k=l 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 2 to the next section, but prove that 
Lemma 1 follows from Lemma 2. Indeed, in Lemma 2 take n = nk, m = mk, 
ty = q(k). Define Mk := o1 + . . . + w, for a O-1 sequence w provided by 
Lemma 2. For any v: N t+ N satisfying (2.5) and 
v(j) E (nk? nk + Mk] o wj= 1 (2.9) 
we get with AJk := nk + Mk that 
(2.10) 
Now (2.8) is just identical with (2.6) in view of (2.10). 
3 
We begin with two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Bernstein’s Inequality). Let X be any random variable, 
E > 0 and ,I > 0 any parameters. With P denoting probability and E expecta- 
tion we have then 
P((X- E(X)1 > E) <e-En(E(e”(X~E(X))) +E(c+~(~)-~))). 
ProoJ: For any random variable Y trivially 
P(Y>.z)=e-‘” s eE* dP {Y2E) 
Applying this to Y = X- E(X) and Y = E(X) -X together gives Proposi- 
tion 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any z E C and 0 <a < 1 we have 
(ae(l-~)Z+(l-~)e~~Z~ <.el’l’. 
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Proof. For 1.~1 > 1 this is trivial; otherwise the Taylor series expansion 
of e:l -a)2 and e-az gives with some 1~~1 < I (j = 8, 2) 
jae(‘P”)‘+(l-u)e-““l 
2 2 
C6Z3Z3) 
I--oz+jr;Z-+r,- 
6 3 
<1+(1--a)az,2+qZj2 
2 6 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let us write 
!2= (0, l}“= {co= (WI, . .. . co,)), d=22” (3.1) 
and for A c 32 with the weights (1.3), 
97, 
P(A) := c P(o), P(0) := Pk(QJkL 
OIEA k=l 
13.2) 
It is plain that (Q, d, P) is a probability space, and it sufices to show t 
the probability of the “event” (2.8) is positive. At first we establish some 
properties of this probability space. By the definition (3.2) the coor 
projections 
are totally independent random variables, an so for any fixed x E T even 
the random variables 
Y&c, ): 52 -+ R, 
Yk(-% 0) :=WkAl+k(x)=Xk(~) At+,(x) 
(3.3) 
are independent. The sum of these independent random variables is 
k=l k=l 
(3.4) 
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and the expectation of this sum is 
E(x) := -wcG 1) = f PkAn+k(x) 
k=l 
= ~n,m(f)(x) - &z(f)(x). (3.5) 
This means that all that we have to do is estimate the deviation of F(x, ) 
from its expectation (3.5) and prove that this difference is uniformly small 
with a positive probability. 
For any fixed XE T and for any parameters E> 0, A.> 0 we get by 
Bernstein’s inequality (Proposition 1) that 
m%, )-E(x)1 >E) 
~e-“E(E(el(F(X,)--E(x)))+E(el(E(x)--F(x,)))}. (3.6) 
Since F(x, ) is a sum of the independent variables (3.3) these expressions 
can be decomposed, and by means of Proposition 2 with z = aA,, +k(~) and 
a = pk, they can be estimated as well. We get 
E(e A(J%, )-E(x))) = fi E(e@% )-E(Yk(x, ,I,) 
k=l 
=kel he 
(1~ Pk)J4l+k(x) + (1 _ Pk) e-Pki.An+k(x)) 
6 fi ee+kw ,< fi e124+, = e~2xrzn=, c;+k < e12v/logn, 
k=l k=l 
and similarly 
(3.7) 
E(e ACE(x) - ex> )) ) 2 < ei.*dlog n (3.8) 
so from (3.6) (3.7), and (3.8) 
P((F(x, ) -E(x)/ 3 E) d 2 exp(A2y/log y1 -A). (3.9) 
For any finite point set 
(x1: I= 1, . ..) L) (C T) (3.10) 
it follows from (3.9) trivially that 
P(lJTx,, ) - E(x,)l < &(I= 1, . . . . L)) 
3 1 - 2L exp(i2y/log n -A.). (3.11) 
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Fixing the parameters as 
L = 13n, a. = (log afk &=4%/i, (3.12) 
and calling an w ~5 Q “good” if it satisfies the left of (3.11), we infer for ra > 5 
that 
P(o is good) 3 1 - 26~ exp(log n - 4 log n) 
= 1-26~~>0. (3.13) 
The only thing to do now is choose the nodes in (3.10) so as to guarantee 
that for any good CO E 52 even (2.8) is satisfied. This can be 
equidistant nodes x, = 2nl/L (I = 1, . . . . L). ernstein’s ~~l~-k~Qw~ 
inequality concerning the maximum-norm of a trig~nome~~~ ~o~y~ornia~ 
and its derivative, we get for any w E Q and x E T 
where xl,, is the node closest to x. From m d n and (3.14) we get 
lIF( ,o) - Eli co < 2 max l.Fh, WI- EtxJl. (3.15) 
I= l,...,L 
Recalling the meaning of O.I being good, (3.15) states by (3.12) t 
good OJEQ 
lI~L~w)-%<2~=~-h (3.16) 
holds. This and (3.13) prove Lemma 2. 
Remark 1. y varying some constants, we can deduce easily in (3.13) 
any inequalities with right-hand side 1 -n-O for any a > 0 and n > n,(a). 
Remark 2. On the other hand, for any single #w E0, when, say, m = 2~ 
is even and large, we have 
B(o) d( 
(2~)(2~-l)...:(/J++) ‘A, 2 
rnp > ( 2 e 
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and so there are at least 
; IQI”, 
1 
a = log,(e/2) = - - 
log 2 
1 = 0.43... 
good w E Q. 
Remark 3. It can be checked that for any finite set 9 = { fi, . . . . fK} of 
functions with corresponding Fourier coefficients c~,~ (k = 1, . . . . K, 
j=O, 1,2, . ..) as defined in case off according to (1.1) and (2.3), we have 
a common w E Sz in (2.8) whenever (2.7) is true for all the K sequences, i.e., 
?I+* 
c c;,~<& (k=l, . . . . K). 
j=n+l 
(3.17) 
This is obvious from the fact that (for n > n,(K) = J’%? instead of n > 5 
in the condition of Lemma 2) a repetition of the above proof for k = 1, . . . . K 
separately gives in place of (3.13) 
and hence 
P (w is good for fk) 3 1 - 26n-‘> 1 - l/K, (3.18) 
P (o is good for every fk (k = 1, . . . . K)) > 0. (3.19) 
Repeating the argument proving Theorem 1 from Lemma 1, but for 
cf jj. ... + c’, j in place of cJ?, we can infer the existence of a common v in 
Theorems 1 and 2. We note that this will be the case in all our theorems 
below, but we will not check it explicitly, Only in one case, in the proof of 
Theorem 4, does one need a further-though simple-trick to obtain this 
variant of the theorem. We note that as Remark 5 there. As a result, all of 
our theorems are valid for f and? with common v, etc., whenever7 is in the 
same class (e.g., in the case of Theorem 1 if both f and7 are continuous). 
4 
As we expressed before, we hope for the truth of the following 
Conjecture. For any continuous f there exist rearrangements of its 
Fourier series uniformly convergent o J: 
EXAMPLE. The well-known example of Fejer of a continuous function 
with divergent Fourier series is 
F(x) = f 6 y cos((s~+s)x~ (Sk = 2@). 
k=l s= --Sk/2 
SfO 
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This function F satisfies the assertion of the conjecture with 
v(j) = 
i 
21 j - Sk/ - 2 + S,/2, Sk -c j < X,/2 
2/j-Sk/-I+Sk/2, Sk/2d j<S,. 
In order to attack the above conjecture, one may start with Theorem 1 
and then look for appropriate permutations of the blocks (Nk, N, i i] 
distinctly. A. A. Sahakian kindly called my attention toi the fact that the 
conjecture would follow immediately from the affirmative solution of the 
following 
Conjecture’. There exists an absolute constant C such t 
and trigonometric polynomial T(X) = Cy= i A i(x) there is some permuta- 
tion CT of [1, N] for which 
I n 
max C 4+, 
: 11 
d C!l Til m. 
ECN i=l la2 
However, we can prove the converse, i.e., Conjecture’ is in fact 
equivalent to the foregoing conjecture. Indeed, suppose the existence of 
trigonometric polynomials 
U,(x) = (4.2) 
where M, are defined by, e.g., M, = 1, M,,, = (Nk k)!. Now, if v is any 
permutation of N, we have for arbitrary n, h, and y 
If y is chosen to be a maximum-point of / y S,( Uk)jS and CE = 2n/Mk + r , we 
get 
640/60;1-8 
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(’ denoting differentiation), whence by (4.2), 
In view of (4.1) this last inequality contradicts to the conjecture. 
Another equivalent statement can be formulated asserting the existence 
of an absolute constant C such that 
inf sup II 
Y n 
.Uf)ll cc d Cllfll co for all f6 C(T). (4.3) 
5 
Let f~ C(T) bt : given, and denote, as usual, o(f, h) := 
sup{ If(x + t) -f(x)l: x, t E T, ItI <h) as its uniform modulus of continuity 
and 
/if-PII,: P(x)= c (akCOSkx+fiksinkx) , 
k<n 
the nth approximation constant for any n E N. These two quantities are 
related by 
<Cc, f c Ek(f). 
k<n 
(5.1) 
This means, that if f has a large E,(f), then it is not too smooth, and if 
f is not smooth enough, i.e., it has large o(f,.), then it can be 
approximated relatively slowly. For example, we may call a function f 
“weakly continuous”, if’ 
En(f) z c,(log log n) -1’2. (5.2) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that f E C(T) is weakly continuous in the sense of 
(5.2). Then there exists a permutation v satisfying 
lim inf 
n--too 
Ilf - .S,,(f HI cc 
En(f) 
d 4. (5.3) 
1 Such functions exist in abundance, since for any e, L 0, e, # 0 there exists a continuous 
function with E,,(f) = e,; see [ll]. 
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Proof: As is well known, Ilf- V,,,(f)11 a? < 4E,(f)g and so ‘fheorem 2 
and (5.2) give with a certain v 
<E,,(f)i4+ l/c,), (5.4) 
proving that the right of (5.3) is at least finite. With a modification of 
Theorem 2 by taking I’ = a(log fog n)- ‘/’ in glace of (log log ~2) ~ 1!2 an.d 
q’(k) = 02/(64 log log IQ) in place of q(k) we obtain similarly 4 + D/C~ in 
(5.4), so letting CT + 0 (which means a diagonal argument in the construc- 
tion of v), we are led to 
lim inf llf- "S,(f l!l ur; < &$ 
k-cc En,(f) ’ ’ 
Since N, can be supposed to be even, and -pcik <2nk, hence 
E,,(f) G E,&f), and we get (5.3). 
PROBLEM 3. Can we take "S,(f) instead of uSZn(S) in (5.3)? 
ROBLEM 4. What is the situation, when S is a smooth function, e.g., if 
for some 0 < c1< 1, f E Lip(a, cc)? L9oes ,S,(j) approximate f better, or 
does the same extra log n factor occur after every rearrangement, oo? 
6 
Similarly to the asymptotic equivalence - of sequences, we may intro- 
duce the notion of “logarithmic equivalence” or “rough equivalence” of 
sequences as 
(6.1) 
Note that for taking Sk = tk + r , we obtain the notion of ““slowly increasing 
sequence” in the sense of Karamata. Using this notation, the fobllowing 
theorem can be formulated. 
THEOREM 4. Let f E L2( T). Then there exist some permutation r N - N 
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satisfying (2.1), and some slowly increasing sequences nk < Nk < 2n, + ~0, 
such that uniformly in T 
n S,(f) - ~nk,nk(f) + 02 (6.2) 
and 
,S,(f)(x) -f(x) for a.a. x E T. (6.3) 
Proof: Our permutation will be defined as the composition of two 
others, 
71 :=cJov. (6.4) 
The first, v, provides (6.2) similarly to the preceding theorems, while the 
second is to give even (6.3), too. 
LEMMA 3. Let dja 0 be given with C dj < co. Then there exist q(k) -+ 0 
and a slowly increasing nk -+ co with nk+ 1 2 2n, such that 
2% 
bnk c di<vW (kc N). (6.5) 
nkt 1 
Proof of Lemma 3. 
n,+,:=min na2nk:logn 5 d,<y(k+l):= f d- 
{ n+l 
(,.,+, i)1’2+0}. (6.6) 
Now for any fixed A > 1 in case of nk+ 1 > n$ we obtain 
b%2(~k+Ihk~l- 1 Z'+'nk 
q*(k+l)= f dj> 1 C dj 
2?%+1 I= 1 2’i,k +1 
> ‘^“‘;F:“’ q(k + 1) 
log(2’nk) 
> q(k + 1) j;og”*‘+““’ log(;;; + t 
=r(k+ l)log (i’o”,“;;;;) 
>r/(k+l);logA. (6.7) 
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Clearly this is a contradiction for large k by g(k) -+ 0, so for k >kJA), 
y1 k+ r d nf , whence IZ~ is slowly increasing, and by efinition it satisfies 
(6.5) too. 
Remark 4. If we do not want to have a slowly increasing rrk, then t 
argument in Section 2 proving Theorem 2 may replace Lemma 3. 
Now turning to the construction of v, we apply with dj = c/’ the above 
Lemma 3. So we get a slowly increasing nk + cc with 2n, < nk+ , , and a 
sequence q(k) -+ 0, for which (6.5’) holds. Choosing mk = nk in (2.4) (6.5) 
is just identical with it, and so Lemma 1 gives a v and some Nk satisfying 
n,d N, 62n, with (2.6) (for m,=n,) and so 
Y %&-) - KVnk,nk(f) + 0 uniformly in ir (6.8) 
follows. Moreover, here nk and N, satisfy all that we need, and v is subject 
to the conditions (2.5). 
We want to define a c possessing the properties 
j~C2~,,%+,l==-W=j (6.9) 
and 
(6.10) 
If G is such, then (2.5) with mk=nk and (6.9) give 
j~C2n,,~,+,l+-4d=j, (611) 
and so rr satislies (with z in place of v) (2.1), as stated. Further, (4.4), (6.8), 
and (6.10) lead to (6.2) at once. So the only thing to do is to define a o 
subject to (6.9) and (6.10) and giving (6.3). 
N:=(nE~:3kEN,n=N,ornEC%n,,n,+,12. (6.12) 
Since f E L2(T), Carleson’s theorem states §,(f)(x) +f(x) for a.a. x E a. 
Combining this with (6.4), (6.8), (6.10), (6.11), and (6.12) we obtain, 
numbering N in increasing order as hk, that 
.~/Jf)(x) = “S/&-)(X) --+f(x) for aa. x E 7Y (6.13) 
eline 
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then 4 = { dj: j E N > is an ONS in L2( T), and the Fourier series off with 
respect o 4 is just 
f N C & cvmL(j)4j=1 F cjdj. (6.15) 
j 
Now by (6.13), (6.14), and (6.15) we have 
%(f)(x) -f(x) for a.a. x E T. (6.16) 
By the definition of H in (6.12), our requirements (6.9) and (6.10) are 
identical with 
CT := u dk), 
ktN 
(6.17) 
and 
o(k): (hk, hk+ 11 ++ (hk, hk+ 11. (6.18) 
At this point we may forget all the antecedents and concentrate on the 
problem as if we knew only that 4 is an ONS and f~ L2(T, dx) with 
Fourier series (6.15) and satisfying, for a certain hk /1 cc, (6.16). This is 
just the general situation in which Garsia’s theorem concerning a.e. 
convergent rearrangements of Fourier series was proved. In fact, Garsia 
proves a general inequality (see (3.6.16) in [3]), asserting in our setting 
that for a certain absolute constant C we have 
1 
(h k+l -A,)! o(k): c (hkrhktll- (hk.hk+ll 
hk+l 
<c 1 Cf. 
j=hk+l 
We note that in Garsia’s notation our o@) corresponds to g, h,, I - h, and 
m correspond to n and v, L2( T, dx) corresponds to L*(Q, d,u), Cj 
corresponds to aj- hk) and f$j to dji hk. In view of Garsia’s inequality we can 
select for each k a permutation g(k) satisfying (6.18) so that 
Summing up these inequalities for k = 1, 2, . . . . f~ L2, Beppo Levi’s theorem 
and (6.16) entail that the permutation 0 in (6.17) will satisfy 
&y(f)(x) -+.0x) for a.a. x E T. 
This and (6.14)-(6.18) ensure our statement (6.3) with rc defined in (6.4). 
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Remark 5. If we have a finite set {fl, . . . . fK) of functions belonging to 
k2( a), we can find a common 7~ to them. Indeed, in view of Wemark 3 we 
have to find a common G only. But for the new function 
F(x) := fk(X - 2k7-L) 
and the new OpdS 
a similar application of Garsia’s theorem suffices. In particular we have in 
Theorem 4 the analogues of (6.2) and (6.3) for 7 (the conjugate off), too, 
since 7G .L”( T). 
Remcrrd: 6. By sacrificingj/2 < x(j) < 2j and requiring only x(j) N j, we 
ly a further permutation z after cs o v with 
T = u P), dk): (Nk, Nk+ II - Wk, Nk, 13. 
keN 
Using this z we may push the terms Ak(x) with little coelficients to the 
beginning of each block (Nk, Nk+ ,I, and, since ,,..S,(S) is close to 
V,,,,,,(j), we can fatten the set of indices for which ,s&f) is close to some 
V,,,(f). In this way it can be proved that uniformly m T 
J,(f) - J5Jf) + 0 
and also .S,(f)(x) +f(x) for a.a. x E T> where 
1 I>&. 
i, < x 
THEOREM 5. For any f E C(T) there exist a rearrangement n satisf”irzg 
a - j 
arzd a slowly increasing sequence Nk /7 XI, such that 
n&v,(f) -f ~n~~orrnly in T 
ad 
nSj(f)(x) + f(x) for a.a. x E T. 
ProoJ: We choose an mk < nk instead of mk = nk such that mk/nk -+ 0 
bJt Vn,,m,(f) -f f uni ormly in T, This can be done, since for any n: m E N 
(6.19) 
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as is well known (see, e.g., [ 12, pp. 34-351) and from this point on the 
proof is identical with that of Theorem 4. Since here nk/(nk+mk) < 
n(j)lj< (nk + mk)/nk, instead of (2.1) we obtain rc(j)lj-+ 1. 
7 
LEMMA 4. Let f E L2( T). Then there exist a rearrangement IX and sequen- 
ces nk, mk, Nk -+ Co satisfving nk < Nk 6 nk + mk < nk+ 1 and m&k --) a, 
for which (6.3) and 
J,(f) - Kz,m,(f) + 0 (uniformly in T) (7.1) 
ProoJ We can prove this lemma similarly to Theorem 4, if we start 
instead of Lemma 3 with 
LEMMA 5. Let dj> 0 be given with C dj< co. Then there exist 
mk, nk -+ co with m&k --) co, nk+ 1 3 nk + mk and q(k) -+ 0 such that nk is 
slowly increasing, and 
nk+mk 
l”g(nk+mk) 2 dj<V(k) (kE N). 
nk+ 1 
(7.2) 
ProoJ One may define L, := (nk + mk)/ nk and use calculations similar 
to those in the proof of Lemma 3 (with L, in place of 2). For sufficiently 
slow L, -+ co we arrive at the contradiction 
supposing that nk + 1 > nf . 
THEOREM 6. Let f E L”( T). Then there exist a rearrangement v and a 
sequence Nk + GO for which 
,S,(f)(x)-+f(x) for a.a. JET (7.3) 
and 
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Proof y the positivity of the Fejtr kernel, we have 
(7.5) 
Applying Lemma 4 and so nJmk -+ 0 we obtain the tbeore~. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that f e L2(T) and for so~me x0 E T, f has a @my, 
(i.e., f(xO -I- 0) andf(x, - 0) exist but differ). Then there exist some permuta- 
tion 7c and a sequence Nk --f CD, such that ,for any E > 0 there exist 
6 = 6(e) > 0 and k, = k,(s) > 0 with the property that ,for k > k, 
max I .SNk(f)(x)l Ix--xOIC6 
f(1+~)ma~(If(.~+O)l, IS~~o-O~l). (7.6) 
Proof. We use a localization argument. By the well-known properties of 
the Fej&r kernel, (7.5) can be changed to 
max I K,,(f)W 1x--x01 <b 
Using Lemma 4 and (7.7) we can deduce (7.6) easily. 
8 
In the work [S], from a certain problem of analytic number theory we. 
were led to the following extremal problem. etermine CT, C’, and C’, 
where 
IITI/,: T(x)= i aks~ikx; 
k=l k 
IITll,:T(x)= i aks~kx;al=l, a,tN), 
(8.1) 
k=l 
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and 
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C= lim C(n), C’= lim C(n), C* = lim C*(n). (8.2) n-tm n-m n-a, 
Trivially, the sequences (8.1) are nonincreasing, and so the limits in (8.2) 
exist. Further, since C*(n) 3 C’(2n) 3 C(2n), we have C* B c’>, C. 
Obviously, for any T in the definition of C(n) 
On the other hand, for 
f(x) := f y+Qx 
k=l 
we have 
f(x) = (x/4) sgn x (sgn x := (- l)cX’“l), l[fll oo = rc/4, 
so for infinite sums C*( co) = 7c/4. However, for the partial sums 
S,(f)(x) = i sin;;~;)x 
k=l 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
we have only 
Ils,wllm-; jyy dt=O.92...>;=0.78 . . . . 
which is a characteristic example of Gibbs’ phenomenon. So summing up 
these obvious considerations would only give 
0.93... 2 C” 3 c’ 2 c 2 7114. (8.7) 
The reason for the gap is just Gibbs’ phenomenon, and that is what makes 
the problem nontrivial. However, by the present method we could solve the 
problem in [S], proving 
THEOREM 8. C* = c’ = C = 7114. 
Proof: Knowing (8.7), it suffices to show C* d z/4. Applying Theorem 6 
to the function (8.5) with Fourier series (8.4), we are ready. 
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During the last seven years, and particularly during our joint work in connection with 181, 
I have learned much from G. Hal&z, whose interest and encouragement were of great help 
to me. On the occasions of the several communications on the developing work, I received 
helpful references from A. AdvispahiE, G. Halasz, L. Lempert, I. Pintz, V. T. Sos, I. Szabador, 
V. M. Tichomirov, and V. Totik. A. A. Sahakian pointed out to me the connection of the 
rearrangement problem with the maximal type inequality formuiated as Conjecture’ in Sec- 
tion 4. I have benefitted very much from the advice of L. Lempert and G. 
the final formulation of this paper. I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of them. 
Note added in proo$ In a letter to me, Professor S. V. Konjagin called my attention to the 
work [15] of P. Uljanov, where pp. 58-59 seem to be the first written source of the rearrange- 
ment problem investigated above. Essentially the same example as given in Section 4 was first 
described by S. SteEkin [14]. 
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